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Purpose of session

• Linking measurement to your theory of 

improvement

• ‘Nail down’ process and balancing measures

• Collect and analyse your data – ready to bring 

along to learning session 3

• Learn about run charts

Pre-work: Have completed data collection plan on 

your storyboards



Recap from 

learning session 1 

and Zoom tutorial





Change 
concepts

Measures



Measurement for improvement 

– a family of measures

To answer “how will we know that a 

change is an improvement?”

Requires a range of measures to 

capture system complexity. 

In quality improvement language, we 

refer to a family of measures, which 

includes:

• Outcome (progress towards goals);

• Process (how are changes we are working on going); and 

• Balancing measures (unintended consequences). 









Data Collection Plan



Operational definitions



Linking 

measurement to 

your theory for 

improvement



Link measures to theory

• Outcome measures:

– Linked to the aim of the project

• Process measures:

– Linked to the things you are going to work on to 

achieve the aim

• Balancing measures:

– To spot unintended negative consequences





Balancing:
- Personal restraint
- Assaults
- Sedatives supplied for 

acute agitation and/or 
anxiety

(further technical def)



Process measures tips

• Suggest not to overdo process measures 

- just enough data to learn

• Focuses on processes that directly contribute to 

outcome

• Choose easy to collect measures (seek 

usefulness not perfection)

• Measure frequently

• Crude measures of the right things is better than 

precise measures of the wrong things



• Process measures are usually ‘leading’

• Outcome measures are usually ‘lagging’

• Usually see change earlier in process 

measures, than outcome measures

Leading and lagging measures



Collecting data



Data collection - baseline

• Understand where we are now

• Start collecting baseline data (if haven’t already)
– Essential to understand where we are at now, we can look back 

later and see what we have achieved.

– It also helps us understand our current system

• Collect baseline for process and balancing measures 

(assuming outcome uses existing data)

• This may sound like common sense, but is often 

overlooked by project teams in their rush to try out all of 

their ideas for improvement





Data collection: new or existing

• Is data already available? Or is new data 

collection required?

• For example:
Existing data New data collection

Length of stay Audits – clinical record 

review

Follow up times Audits - observations

Wait times Survey and questionnaires

Readmission data Focus groups

Service delivery data (eg. 

frequency of contact)

Other qualitative data

Clinical indicators Additions to existing 

collections



Collecting ethnicity

• Important to capture whether inequities exist across the 

outcome, process and balancing measures

• We suggest collecting ethnicity in all your data collection

• Regularly analyse data to see if outcome, process and 

balancing measures differ by ethnicity, particularly for 

Māori



Run charts



Run charts

• A run chart is a graphical display of data plotted 

over time (also called trend charts or time series 

charts). 

• Run charts are a fundamental tool in every 

improvement project. 

• Easy to construct and simple to interpret. 

• They help understand variation, and determine 

whether changes result in improvements



Why we look at data graphed 

over time
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Run charts

• Display data over time

• Have embedded statistical processes so can 

confidently identify a statistically significant 

change in the process

• Can be done by hand

• No complicated maths



Variation

• In the real world, everything varies

• In quality improvement, we talk about 2 different 

types of variation:

1. Common cause (random)

2. Special cause (non-random / assignable) 

• Run charts are one tool to help distinguish 

between random and non-random variation





Run charts

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2yBhdKX7JsY&feature=youtu.be



Run charts



Run charts for Connecting care

• Run charts sent out to project teams a few weeks ago

• National data could not be used for all DHBs (due to 

PRIMHD incompleteness; Data coding errors; and/or very small numbers) 

-> use of local data

• Designed for DHBs to add future data, annotate and  

supplement with other measures 

• Example run chart

../7. Run charts/RunChart_Auckland.xls




Next steps

• Collect and regularly analyse data

• Learning session 3 (4th December) – each project team 

presents their data (across outcome, process and 

balancing measures)

• Zoom tutorial upcoming – equity data for Connecting 

Care

• Further coaching and support available



Break out in groups

• Discuss next steps for measurement for your 

project e.g.

– Have you completed your data collection plan? If not, 

this is a good place to start.

– Have you started collecting baseline data? If not, how 

will you start to do this?

– Are you familiar with run charts for your DHB?

– If you have data, what is the data showing?

– How will measurement be part of the daily routine?

– What difficulties are you having?


